**JIT Drill**

**Simple Design, Low Cost, High Performance**

Just like our other equipment

**High Production...**

Fast Setup (4 minutes rather than 20)

**Off-The-Shelf Parts**

So you can keep it running years from now

---

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- Drill Heads & Stops are fastened by hydraulic locks or cams
- Electro-magnetic are used for back stops and these are quickly energized using toggle switches
- Flexible Shafts allow maximum drill head movement without having to move drill motors
- Cam Action End Stop for quick setting of one stop
- Flex Shafts support drill heads for less movement during setup
- Drill Motors (4x) - 1HP, 1750RPM, TEFC, 220V/460V, 3PH, Hyd. Pump motor - 2HP, 230V/460V, 3PH
- Table Dimensions: 13" x 72" - standard, 144" max
- 2" Standard minimum centerline (custom heads available down to 1" centerline)
- Standard features: Cam end stops, Cam clamps, spring hold downs (2x), Rear stop magnets (2x)
- Optional features: hydraulic clamps, multi-spindle heads, custom table size, extra heads (12x max)
- Aluminum-Bronze slides with polyurethane guide wheels for long, accurate slide life
- Rack and pinion leveling for smooth vertical travel